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Abstract: Nowadays, IT systems rely mainly on artificial intelligence (AI)
algorithms to process data. AI is generally used to extract knowledge from
stored information and, depending on the nature of data, it may be necessary
to apply different AI algorithms. In this article, a novel perspective on the
use of AI to ensure the cybersecurity through the study of network traffic is
presented. This is done through the construction of a two-stage cyberattack
classification ensemble model addressing class imbalance following a one-vs-
rest (OvR) approach. With the growing trend of cyberattacks, it is essential
to implement techniques that ensure legitimate access to information. To
address this issue, this work proposes a network traffic classification system
for different categories based on several AI techniques. In the first task, binary
models are generated to clearly differentiate each type of traffic from the rest.
With binary models generated, an ensemble model is developed in two phases,
which allows the separation of legitimate and illegitimate traffic (phase 1)
while also identifying the type of illegitimate traffic (phase 2). In this way,
the proposed system allows a complete multiclass classification of network
traffic. The estimation of global performance is done using a modern dataset
(UNSW-NB15), evaluated using two approaches and compared with other
state-of-art works. Our proposal, based on the construction of a two-step
model, reaches an F1 of 0.912 for the first level of binary classification and
0.7754 for the multiclass classification. These results show that the proposed
system outperforms other state-of-the-art approaches (+0.75% and +3.54%
for binary and multiclass classification, respectively) in terms of F1, as demon-
strated through comparison together with other relevant classification metrics.

Keywords: Intrusion detection; ensemble learning; two-phase model; UNSW-
NB15; cybersecurity

1 Introduction

The volume of data handled by information systems (IS) is growing exponentially every year [1].
There is an increasing amount of information collected by organizations, and each of them use it in
following their business plans. Generally, IS, depending on their main action line, may provide access
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to stored data or enable them to improve their internal processes. For this reason, it is undeniable that
the nature of the data that can be managed by an IS is heterogeneous and depends on the sector where
it is implemented: education [2], financial [3], food [4], health [5] or computer vision [6].

Given the enormous amount of data handled by IS, it is necessary to use mechanisms for
processing large volumes of data [7]. Artificial Intelligence (AI) can play a key role in this process.
According to [8], AI is the ability given to a system to perform cognitive tasks, such as learning or
decision making. The use of these technologies on traditional IS makes it possible to provided them
with “intelligence” and offer new ways of interacting with users. AI applications in IS are vast [9–11].

Regardless of the nature of store data in IS, AI can also be applied to guarantee or increase
security by implementing intrusion detection systems (IDS). Intrusions into IS are aimed at exploiting
vulnerabilities to gain access to them and, subsequently, make fraudulent use of systems. These systems
help to identify malicious actions or variations through network traffic monitoring and classification
which is generated by clients attempting to access these systems.

In recent years, models that build IDS with different perspectives have emerged in the scientific
community. Intrusion tasks may be performed by profiling the system’s behaviour to be protected
and notifying detected outliers [12]. Another approach consists in analyzing incoming and outcoming
traffic through a network using AI (machine learning [13,14] or deep learning [15,16]). Depending on
the number of labeled network trace samples used to train an IDS, model generation can be carried
out in two different ways: supervised or unsupervised. Supervised learning consists of building models
from a labeled dataset. On the other hand, unsupervised learning can generate a behavioral pattern
from an unlabeled dataset. Federated learning applications are an emerging trend addressing security
from an unsupervised perspective [17]. By combining these two approaches, semi-supervised learning
can leverage the benefits of both and improve the accuracy and generalization of intrusion detection
models [18]. This approach is particularly relevant in security domains where labeled data is scarce.

Despite their technical differences, all approaches should deal appropriately with the inherent
complexity of network data. Class imbalance is a prevalent problem in the field of network traffic
intrusion detection, where one class of network traffic (normal traffic) is often much more prevalent
than the other class (intrusive traffic). This imbalance can result in a biased classifier that consistently
predicts normal traffic, even in the presence of intrusive traffic samples. This can lead to a high rate of
false negatives, which, in the context of cybersecurity, can be severe, as intrusions can stay undetected
for long periods and result in data theft, system compromise, and other security threats.

In terms of AI, a class imbalance issue arises when the classifier is trained on a dataset where
the majority class dominates, resulting in a biased classifier that often predicts the majority class. In
binary classification, the classifier is trained to distinguish between two classes, typically normal and
abnormal. In this scenario, the class imbalance can be addressed by oversampling the minority class,
undersampling the majority class, or combining both. However, in multiclass classification, where the
classifier is trained to distinguish between multiple classes, the class imbalance problem becomes more
complicated. If the majority class is oversampled or the minority class is undersampled, it could result
in a distorted distribution across all classes. Additionally, the imbalanced class distribution would
affect the model’s performance and accuracy in recognizing minority classes. Therefore, it is crucial to
address the class imbalance issue in multiclass intrusion detection, as it can significantly impact the
classifier’s performance on detecting intrusions correctly.

Considering the aforementioned issues, this paper proposes an intelligent system cyberattack
classification. It consists of a two-phase ensemble classification model using a variety of machine
learning techniques able to classify intrusions among preset categories [19–22]. Since the distribution of
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different types of network traffic is uneven and the number of samples for some traffic is much greater
than for the rest (class imbalance), this solution is chosen. The implementation of a two-phase model
provides two main benefits: reducing the imbalance problem [23] and making intrusion detection easier
[24–26]. Thus, a first level of classification distinguishes only between legitimate and attack traffic. A
second classification process is responsible for classifying the type of attack detected, following an
ensemble scheme. The models that make up the final model are built from a balanced one-vs-rest
(OvR) strategy. Specifically, a separate binary classifier is trained for each class, with the class being
considered as the positive class and all the other classes combined as a single negative class. To carry
out the training of the proposed system, the labeled dataset UNSW-NB15 is used. This dataset is
widely known in the scientific literature [27–29] and includes 10 different categories of network traffic.
This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of this strategy which has not been implemented in modern
cybersecurity solutions for cyberattack detection and classification.

Thus, the novelty of this study lies in the construction of a two-stage cyberattack classification
ensemble model addressing class imbalance following an OvR approach. This is a new direction
among current approaches to network traffic analysis since, to the best of our knowledge, there
are no previous works that have considered this approach. This contribution seeks to mitigate the
imbalanced learning in network traffic analysis and classification, which is a significant issue in this
research field. Obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposal yielding the in following
improvements in binary classification: (+0.7%) accuracy, (+2.92%) recall, (+0.75%) F1 and (−2.12%)
FPR. In multiclass classification following improvements are achieved: (+0.22%) accuracy, (+7.04%)
recall, (+3.54 %) F1.

The main contributions of the proposed work are as follows:

• A balanced binary dataset generation using an OvR scheme using Synthetic Minority Over-
sampling Technique (SMOTE) and Random Undersampling algorithms.

• An implementation of a two-phase ensemble model for intrusion detection and classification is
proposed by combining outputs from multiple binary models.

• An evaluation of the proposed system is conducted using a modern dataset (UNSW-NB15).
Our proposal improves other state-of-art contributions and demonstrates its efficiency in terms
of model generation.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related works in the field of
intrusion detection and datasets with greater impact in the scientific field. Section 3 describes UNSW-
NB15, hardware and software resources, machine and deep learning algorithms and a set of evaluation
metrics for estimating the performance of models. Section 4 details the methodology applied for
the construction of the model, and Section 5 shows and discusses the results obtained. Finally, the
conclusions of the research are presented together with possible lines of future research to improve the
performance of our solution.

2 Related Works

In recent years, the number of studies related to intrusion detection systems has grown consid-
erably. One of the main reasons for this increase in publications is directly related to the increase of
smart devices. Likewise, the variety of computer attacks is growing, and as a result, there is a need to
build effective intrusion detection systems. The scientific literature contains a wide variety of systems
according to the nature of the system to be protected.
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Some authors have proposed systems based on classical classifiers to distinguish normal behavior
and attack behavior [30]. Other works perform multiclass classification, where samples that are not
considered legitimate behavior are classified as a specific attack type [31]. Khammasi et al. [32], after
feature selection based on genetic algorithms, applies decision trees for intrusion detection. On the
other hand, some research, such as Bagui et al. [33] focuses on applying deep learning models based
on artificial neural networks. A convolutional neural network is used by Al-Turaiki et al. [34] for the
implementation of both a binary and a multiclass intrusion classifier.

Other works are based on the construction of ensemble models. Specifically, in [35] a combined
voting model is used where the class prediction is obtained from the probabilities of each classifier.
Similarly, the paper by Maniriho et al. [36] applies a combined model. However, the ensemble strategy
applied in this research consists of randomly generated classifiers. In the results of their contribution,
the binary classifier presents high accuracy due to the selection of a limited dataset, using 34% of the
training set to test the system. Both studies show that, from the predictions obtained by the individual
models, a higher attack detection capability is generally achieved.

Other approaches perform two-stage classification, where, first, a binary classifier determines
whether a sample is an attack or not, and then a second process tries to identify the type of attack using
classical algorithms [37]. However, the results of this study do not consider all the categories present
in the original dataset when evaluating their proposal. Following a two-stage model, Khan et al. [38]
proposes a system applying deep learning at the second level. In this work, an oversampling of only
legitimate traffic is carried out assuming a considerable increase in the number of samples in this
category and influencing the results obtained.

Regarding the availability of datasets that allow easy comparison of the accuracy and precision of
the proposed algorithms, datasets that collect the behavior of simulated environments under different
attacks are used in the scientific literature, e.g., KDD99 [39], NSL-KDD [40] or UNSW-NB15 [19].
The datasets prior to UNSW-NB15 had several limitations that affected the effectiveness of an IDS in
a real environment, and they were not designed with an IOT perspective in mind. The KDD99 dataset,
developed in the late 1990s, lacks many of the attacks that are present today [41]. Another example of
a deficient set is NSL-KDD. It was released in 2009, and its main drawback is the presence of multiple
repeated packets that affect the performance of the algorithms [42].

The classification of attacks collected in the described datasets is handled differently depending on
the dataset used. For example, for KDD99, feature selection based on multidimensional feature fusion
together with stacking ensemble learning is applied in [43]. Alternatively, a logistic regression-based
model is built from a dataset with feature selection based on genetic algorithms, as in [27]. Another
research employs NSL-KDD [36]. In [44], the main contribution is a novel correlation analysis of the
dataset features for the selection of the most important features. Regarding the most recent ensemble,
UNSW-NB15, AI techniques applied are very varied, as demonstrated by Ponmalar’s study in [45]
where an SVM-based ensemble is combined with the Chaos Game Optimization algorithm.

Regarding the UNSW-NB15 dataset, it is worth mentioning that the authors have published a
reduced version of the original available in [46] and it is widely used in research [34,47], as it tries to
improve the balance between traffic categories, reducing the number of legitimate traffic samples.

As preliminary conclusions from the review of the state of the art, the UNSW-NB15 dataset can
be considered the most complete. Due to the wide variety of attacks collected, this dataset is highly
suitable. For the construction of an IDS capable of anticipating cyber threats in IS.
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3 Materials

This paper proposes a system to identify and classify network traffic from the UNSW-NB15
dataset combining outputs from binary models trained with several well-known classification algo-
rithms. This section presents a description of the dataset, including classes distribution, classification
algorithms used in the experiments, and a set of evaluation metrics that enable to evaluating the
proposed system in the Experimental Design section.

3.1 Dataset
The UNSW-NB15 dataset was created by the Cyber Range Lab at the University of New South

Wales, Canberra (UNSW) with the goal of simulate a heterogeneous environment of legitimate and real
attack traffic [19]. The original dataset consists of 2540044 samples and exhibits a high-class imbalance.
One of the categories, Normal, represents more than 87% of the total samples. However, as previously
indicated, the authors have published a new dataset with fewer rows and columns while maintaining
the complexity [46]. This latter dataset is already split into training and testing sets. The experiments in
this research have been performed with the updated dataset. This version of the UNSW-NB15 contains
a total of 44 characteristics, 40 being numeric and 4 being categorical (proto, service, state, and attack
cat). Table 1 shows the distribution of classes for the training and test sets.

Table 1: Train and test sets distribution in UNSW-NB15

Train Train (%) Test Test (%)

Analysis 2000 1.14 677 0.82
Backdoor 1746 1.00 583 0.71
DoS 12264 6.99 4089 4.97
Exploits 33393 19.04 11132 13.52
Fuzzers 18184 10.37 6062 7.36
Generic 40000 22.81 18871 22.92
Normal 56000 31.94 37000 44.94
Reconnaissance 10491 5.98 3496 4.25
Shellcode 1133 0.65 378 0.46
Worms 130 0.07 44 0.05
TOTAL 175341 100% 82332 100%

3.2 Algorithms
For the construction of the ensemble classifier proposed in this paper, machine learning and deep

learning algorithms that obtain the best results both in our previous experiments and in the scientific
literature are combined [48,49].

• K Nearest Neighbors Classifier (KNN). KNN algorithm is an instance-based learning algo-
rithm. This means that the model classification process is based on knowledge gained during
the training phase [50]. The classification of a sample consists of applying an algorithm that
calculates the distance of that sample from the rest. The class to which it belongs is decided by
applying a majority voting algorithm between the nearest k observations.
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• Support Vector Machine (SVM). The fundamental idea of the SVM algorithm is to find the
hyperplane that best divides the dataset into a given number of classes or categories [51].

• Decision Trees (DT). DT-based models are classifiers capable of predicting the category of a
sample by applying simple decision rules learned in the training phase [52].

• Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). MLP is a simple type of artificial neural network composed of
an input layer, an output layer, and multiple intermediate layers, all fully interconnected.

The experiments have been carried out with Python, version 3.8. Pandas, Numpy, Scikit-Learn
and Imbalanced-learn libraries were used; these libraries are frequently used in this field of research
[33,53]. The selection of the best value for the hyperparameters of each algorithm was carried out
using grid search and cross-validation techniques [28,54]. This hyperparameter tuning approach allows
testing multiple combinations of values after having previously defined a search space for each of them.
Regarding the hardware, a computer with an Intel Core i7-9750H @4.50 GHz with 16 GB of RAM
was used.

3.3 Evaluation Metrics
In this study, several metrics are chosen to evaluate the performance of intrusion detection models.

The metrics considered are accuracy, precision, recall/detection rate (DR), F1-score and false alarm
rate/false positive rate (FAR/FPR), which are calculated as a function of true positives (TPs), true
negatives (TNs), false positives (FPs) and false negatives (FNs). In addition, the confusion matrix is
also used. For each metric, Table 2 shows a concise definition and how it is calculated.

Table 2: Evaluation metrics

Metric Definition Calculation

Accuracy It is the ratio between the classification
hits and the total predictions.

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

Precision The proportion between the attacks
detected by the classifier that are attacks.

TP
TP + FP

Recall (or detection rate) The ratio of attack detection to all tested
attacks.

TP
TP + FN

F1-score Estimation of precision and recall using
harmonic mean.

2 ∗ Recall ∗ Precision
Recall + Precision

False positive rate Measure of the proportion of false
positives among all negative cases

FP/(FP + TN)

4 Experimental Design

Figs. 1, 2, and Algorithm 1 show the experimental design followed to define the proposed detection
and classification intelligent system. The design of the proposal consists of three stages, which are
described below.
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Figure 1: Data flow for balanced binary datasets generation

Figure 2: Binary models generation

4.1 Phase 1: Cleaning, Preprocessing and Normalization
As usual, the data must be cleaned and normalized prior to the application of classification

algorithms. To this end, the numerical features have been normalized by calculating the standard
score so that each feature follows a Gaussian distribution (mean zero and unit variance). On the other
hand, categorical features have been encoded using numerical labels. As indicated in [20] there are no
redundant tuples.
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4.2 Phase 2: Classifier Models Generation
The next step is a generation of ten binary specialized classification models because there are ten

different categories in the dataset, which are listed in Table 1. Therefore, each of the generated models
can distinguish between samples corresponding to one type of traffic and the rest of the samples.

Obtaining each classification model requires the creation of a specific dataset. This model
generation process is organized into several subphases to be carried out for each type of traffic collected
in UNSW-NB15 as shown in Fig. 2:

• Phase 2.1. Dataset selection for training and testing binary models.
• Phase 2.2. Hyperparameter configuration using grid search together with cross-validation for

the algorithms mentioned in the Algorithms subsection (KNN, SVM, DT and MLP).
• Phase 2.3. Model training and evaluation for each combination of hyperparameters.
• Phase 2.4. Best model selection based on the evaluation metrics.

In Phase 2.1, training and test sets are selected for each binary classification model. The training
sets used for the generation of binary models are generated in a balanced way, so half of each dataset
consists of samples belonging to one category, and the other half contains traffic for the rest of the
categories. The number of samples in the second half remains the same for each type of traffic. For
example, according to Table 1, the Analysis category consists of 2000 samples, so the resulting training
set consists of 3998 tuples: 2000 of type Analysis and 222 of the other 9 existing traffic types. Algorithm
1 generates balanced training sets following this approach. The result of this process for Analysis traffic
is shown in Fig. 3. The same procedure is applied to the remaining categories.

Figure 3: Detailed train dataset distribution for analysis model generation

In Algorithm 1, resampling techniques are applied when the number of samples in a category does
not reach or exceed a certain threshold (n_samples). This threshold varies according to the model to
be generated and allows training models using balanced datasets. On the one hand, SMOTE is an
oversampling algorithm that allows the generation of synthetic samples (without repetition) from
a dataset [55] and, thus, to reach the calculated number of samples. On the other hand, random
undersampling is used to select the number of samples to be removed from a class that exceeds the
threshold. Due to the random nature of the latter method, the evaluation of the binary models is
calculated as the average of the evaluation metrics obtained in 10 experiments to increase the variability
of the undersampled classes.

In Phase 2.2, for hyperparameter tuning, grid search and cross-validation parameters are con-
figured. Table 3 shows the hyperparameter search space for each of the applied algorithms. Next, in
Phase 2.3, a model is trained with each combination of parameters. Once the hyperparameters have
been tuned, each generated binary model is evaluated with a specific test set. It consists of samples of
the target traffic (positive class) and the rest (negative class) from the original test set listed in Table 1.
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Note that the full original test set is later used to evaluate the proposed system. Both Phase 2.2. and
Phase 2.3. should be applied for each of the four algorithms studied.

Table 3: Hyperparameter search space per algorithm

Metric Hyperparameters

KNN n neighbors = {1 ...30}
weights = {uniform, distance}
algorithm = {auto, ball tree, kd tree}

SVM C = {1 ...1000}
gamma = {1x10−5 ...1}

DT criterion = {gini, entropy}
max depth = {1...35}

MLP activation = {relu, tanh}
learning rate init = {1x10−5 ...1}
max iter = {20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200}
batch size = {32, 64, 128, 256, auto}

Once the four models have been generated (one for each algorithm) for each type of traffic
collected, in Phase 2.4, a criterion is established to select the binary model with the best performance,
considering the evaluation metrics obtained in the previous phase. In network traffic classification, a
model that simply predicts the majority class for all traffic samples will have a high accuracy, but it
may not be a good model if the minority class is of interest. To address this issue, F1-score is selected.
The rationale behind choosing this metric is that it balances the trade-off between precision and recall.
The selected model is used to build the final proposal.

Algorithm 1: Balanced train set generation for binary models
Input Preprocessed DATASET
Output Train sets for each category
1: categories ← list of categories from DATASET
2: n_categories ← number of categories from DATASET
3: rest_categories ← ∅
4: for category in categories do
5: // threshold of samples for the rest of categories
6: n_samples ← int (number of records from category / n_categories − 1)
7: rest_categories ← categories ∩ category
8: for other_category in rest_categories do
9: n_samples_c ← number samples from another category
10: if n_samples_c ≤ n_samples then
11: OVERSAMPLING
12: else
13: UNDERSAMPLING
14: end for
15: end for
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4.3 Phase 3: Construction of the Final Model
In Phase 3, with the binary models already generated, and after evaluating the individual

performance through the evaluation metrics, two alternatives are proposed for the construction of
the final model.

The first approach consists of calculating the weighted average of the metrics calculated from the
binary models selected after Phase 2. This calculation causes the model performance to be influenced
by the initial distribution of the classes. Each weighted metric is calculated according to Eq. (1).

metricweighted =
∑

metric∗n_test_samplescategory

n_test_samplestotal

(1)

The results obtained with this approach should be interpreted as the average ability of the model to
determine whether a sample belongs to a class or not. However, in a real environment, the same sample
can be classified into different categories by different classifiers. For this reason, in the experimental
design, it is necessary to implement an alternative that allows measuring the degree of certainty of each
classifier.

In this sense, the second approach is based on the construction of a two-stage classification model,
organized into two phases, as shown in Fig. 4. The first one is responsible for identifying the behavior
as Normal or as an Attack, using the binary model trained for this purpose. In a second level of
detection, the possible threat is classified as one of the nine possible attacks collected in UNSW-NB15.

Figure 4: Two-stage classification ensemble

This classification task is performed using an ensemble model composed of the binary classifiers
of the nine attack types. Each classifier outputs the probability of belonging to its class and the rest.
Taking into consideration the former probability, the class with the highest value is taken as the final
prediction. Finally, a calculation of the evaluation metrics is made from the resulting confusion matrix.
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5 Results and Discussion

This section presents the results obtained after the experiments performed for the traffic clas-
sification into different categories (normal or 9 different types of attacks) using the system based on
machine learning and deep learning proposed in this contribution. First, the evaluations of the first set
of experiments, based on the construction of multiple binary classifiers, are presented. After selecting
the best model for each category, configurations are provided. Second, the performance of the final
system for both approaches described in Phase 3 subsection is discussed and compared with some
relevant research works in this field. Finally, a study in terms of computation time is conducted. This
is an important aspect because it can help greatly in deciding which model to use depending on the
circumstances and usage needs.

Table 4 lists the accuracy, precision, recall and F1 metrics for the expert classifiers obtained at
the end of Phase 2. The traffic that is best detected from the rest is Generic, reaching a value higher
than 0.98 for all the calculated metrics. This remarkable performance may be influenced by the high
number of samples used to generate the model compared to the rest. The detection (or recall) capability
for Reconnaissance and Shellcode attacks exceeds 0.9. In the case of attack detection, regardless of
the category, the proposed classifier reaches a value slightly above 0.91. The attacks with the lowest
accuracy/F1 are DoS, Exploits and Fuzzers, with values of approximately 0.8. Nevertheless, the results
obtained by the system for traffic detection and classification have a good accuracy, above 0.85 in most
of the categories, reaching 0.9 and achieving very good values in some cases.

Table 4: Evaluation of binary models grouped by traffic and algorithm

Category Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Analysis KNN 0.7918 0.7986 0.7918 0.7901
SVM 0.8017 0.8501 0.8017 0.7934
DT 0.8312 0.8388 0.8312 0.8298
MLP 0.8244 0.8330 0.8244 0.8228

Backdoor KNN 0.7925 0.8092 0.7925 0.7891
SVM 0.8047 0.8154 0.8047 0.8026
DT 0.8553 0.8747 0.8553 0.8530
MLP 0.7908 0.7927 0.7908 0.7902

DoS KNN 0.7015 0.7011 0.7015 0.7007
SVM 0.7740 0.7761 0.7740 0.7723
DT 0.7507 0.7602 0.7507 0.7457
MLP 0.7907 0.7936 0.7907 0.7909

Exploits KNN 0.7398 0.7464 0.7398 0.7414
SVM 0.7697 0.7702 0.7697 0.7699
DT 0.8041 0.8170 0.8041 0.7962
MLP 0.7983 0.7975 0.7983 0.7963

Fuzzers KNN 0.8000 0.8063 0.8000 0.8004
SVM 0.8127 0.8247 0.8127 0.8128
DT 0.7970 0.8133 0.7970 0.7967
MLP 0.8005 0.8002 0.8005 0.8002

(Continued)
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Table 4: Continued
Category Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Generic KNN 0.9780 0.9789 0.9780 0.9781
SVM 0.9791 0.9798 0.9791 0.9792
DT 0.9835 0.9839 0.9835 0.9835
MLP 0.9812 0.9817 0.9812 0.9813

Normal KNN 0.7964 0.8396 0.7964 0.7999
SVM 0.8276 0.8469 0.8276 0.8304
DT 0.9112 0.9112 0.9112 0.9112
MLP 0.8696 0.8825 0.8696 0.8714

Reconnaissance KNN 0.8378 0.8377 0.8378 0.8377
SVM 0.8844 0.8855 0.8844 0.8845
DT 0.9183 0.9255 0.9183 0.9183
MLP 0.9136 0.9206 0.9136 0.9136

Shellcode KNN 0.8955 0.9054 0.8955 0.8949
SVM 0.9299 0.9355 0.9299 0.9297
DT 0.9643 0.9644 0.9643 0.9643
MLP 0.9325 0.9355 0.9325 0.9324

Worms KNN 0.8764 0.8766 0.8764 0.8764
SVM 0.8764 0.8766 0.8764 0.8764
DT 0.8876 0.8885 0.8876 0.8876
MLP 0.8876 0.8884 0.8876 0.8876

Another aspect to consider, looking closely at Table 4, is that the algorithm that has shown the best
performance is the decision tree, in addition to always being the most efficient in terms of computation
time, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Selected model for each traffic category

Category Acc. Prec. Recall F1 FPR Train Time Parameters

Analysis 0.8312 0.8388 0.8312 0.8298 0.1723 105 ms criterion =
‘entropy’
max depth = 8

Backdoor 0.8553 0.8747 0.8553 0.8530 0.1502 98 ms criterion =
‘entropy’
max depth = 9

DoS 0.7907 0.7936 0.7907 0.7909 0.2076 10.6 s hidden layer sizes
= (12)
max iter = 190
activation = ‘relu’
solver = ‘adam’

Exploits 0.7983 0.7975 0.7983 0.7963 0.2157 692 ms criterion = ‘gini’
max depth = 10

(Continued)
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Table 5: Continued
Category Acc. Prec. Recall F1 FPR Train Time Parameters

Fuzzers 0.8127 0.8247 0.8127 0.8128 0.1823 47.4 s C = 20
kernel = ‘rbf’
degree = 3
probability =
True

Generic 0.9835 0.9839 0.9835 0.9835 0.0144 2 s criterion = ‘gini’
max depth = 10

Normal 0.9112 0.9112 0.9112 0.9112 0.0952 2.4 s criterion =
‘entropy’
max depth = 4

Reconn. 0.9183 0.9255 0.9183 0.9183 0.0785 170 ms criterion = ‘gini’
max depth = 7

Shellcode 0.9643 0.9644 0.9643 0.9643 0.0357 88 ms criterion =
‘entropy’
max depth = 14

Worms 0.8876 0.8884 0.8876 0.8876 0.1126 58 m criterion = ‘gini’
max depth = 12

To ensure that any researcher can examine the values selected after the optimization of hyper-
parameters using grid search and cross-validation, Table 5 shows the best results obtained for each
classifier. The Scikit-Learn implementation of the decision tree and multilayer perceptron algorithms
includes a parameter, random state, which allows configuring the seed for the generation of pseudo-
random values and obtaining the same results in each execution. In all experiments, this parameter
has taken the value 42, a frequent value for the initialization of AI algorithms. In addition, the FPR
and the training time of each of them have been calculated since they are metrics of special interest in
the field of intrusion detection systems. It can be seen that the expert classifier aimed at detecting any
anomalous traffic (the row with the Normal category value) obtains an FPR close to 0.09.

Table 6 contains the confusion matrix obtained from the two-phase model of the binary classifiers.
Considering the main diagonal of the matrix, the model performs well for the categories Exploits,
Generic, Normal and Reconnaissance, with a high number of correctly classified samples. In an
intrusion detection system, locating an attack is fundamental. Therefore, it is important to highlight
the number of samples correctly classified as Normal, 34381, out of a total of 37000. Regarding the
second level of classification devoted to classifying threats, the matrix shows how a large part of the
traffic coming from attacks, such as DoS or Exploits, is classified as Analysis or Backdoor. This may
be because the environment where this traffic has been generated has experienced few changes during
the course of the attacks, and therefore, the samples used to generate the Analysis or Backdoor models
lack useful information to distinguish these attacks from the rest.

From the results previously discussed in Table 5, it is possible to calculate how proposed solution
behaves when detecting attacks, regardless of the category to which they belong. Table 7 shows the
results of this classifier under the proposal called Normal Classifier. After generating the binary models
in Phase 2, two approaches have been discussed to estimate the performance of the final proposed
system. The first consists of calculating the average capability of the model to decide whether a sample
belongs to a certain class and is shown in Table 7 as Weighted proposal. Since there are no works in the
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literature that address the classification problem with this novel approach, the results are not amenable
to comparison with other proposals. Finally, the Ensemble row of Table 7 shows the results of the two-
step solution. These metrics can be compared with other studies, as they have been calculated from
the test set described in the Method section.

Table 6: Confusion matrix for ensemble approach

Analy. Back. DoS Exploits Fuzzers Generic Normal Reconn. Shell. Worms

Analysis 348 232 25 36 4 0 32 0 0 0
Backdoor 353 182 7 2 3 0 31 0 3 2
DoS 1531 1074 326 540 75 16 270 42 123 92
Exploits 2175 1275 301 5237 218 53 793 188 420 472
Fuzzers 854 438 29 191 1114 20 2694 4 659 59
Generic 82 26 25 224 61 18248 79 2 107 17
Normal 133 41 223 477 828 7 34381 8 809 93
Reconn. 234 121 33 43 10 0 96 2391 358 210
Shellcode 5 0 0 1 6 0 16 0 350 0
Worms 2 0 0 11 0 2 1 1 3 24

Table 7: Overall results for proposed methods

Approach Classification Accuracy Precision Recall (DR) F1-score FPR (FAR)

Expert Binary 0.9292 0.8955 0.9292 0.9120 0.0885
Weighted Multiclass 0.8966 0.8983 0.8966 0.8963 0.1070
Ensemble Multiclass 0.7605 0.8271 0.7604 0.7754 0.0456

Finally, it is interesting to compare the performance of the proposed system with other alternatives
proposed in the scientific literature, some of them previously discussed in the Related works section.
Table 8 shows the performance of the proposal compared with the other approaches, both the
Normal binary model, which distinguishes legitimate and attack traffic, and the proposed 10-class
classification model. In addition, it has also been verified that the exposed works use the same reduced
dataset in their experiments and a full set of features, which is a key aspect to be able to show a
comparison of results.

Comparing the results of the binary classifier with other related works, it can be seen that the
results obtained are slightly better in accuracy, detection, F1 and FPR. Al-Turaiki’s work employs
a two-stage approach for feature selection and applies convolutional neural networks for attack
classification. Their work improves in terms of accuracy but performs worse on the rest of the
calculated metrics. In addition, convolutional neural networks take considerable time to train, with
high energy and resource consumption. In the study addressed by Murovic, he seeks the creation
of deep learning models minimizing the use of FPGA resources, obtaining good results. In the
experiments carried out by Kasongo, the construction of a simple neural network is proposed in
combination with a wrapper-based feature extraction approach. Tian used the SVM algorithm and
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performed a hyperparameter adjustment with an algorithm based on the swarm of bees, obtaining a
low FPR, close to the FPR proposed in this work.

Table 8: Comparison of performance with related works

Works Classification Year Accuracy Precision Recall F1 FPR

Proposed (Normal) Binary 2021 0.9292 0.8955 0.9292 0.9120 0.0885
Al-Turaiki et al. [34] Binary 2021 0.9025 0.9100 0.9000 0.9045 –
Murovic et al. [56] Binary 2021 0.9218 – – – 0.1097
Kasongo et al. [31] Binary 2020 0.8710 – – – –
Tian et al. [57] Binary 2019 0.8963 – – – 0.0916
Proposed (Ensemble) Multiclass 2021 0.7605 0.8271 0.7604 0.7754 0.0456
Al-Turaiki et al. [34] Multiclass 2021 0.6946 0.8400 0.6900 0.7400 –
Kasongo et al. [31] Multiclass 2020 0.7583 – – – –

Regarding the time complexity of the model, classification and training times have been consid-
ered. The average computation time required to classify a sample by our proposal is under 0.02 seconds.
Fig. 5 graphically displays the time taken to generate/train each model. Since all the experiments were
run on the same machine, the times are able to be compared. However, it should be noted that the time
taken to train and test a model is influenced by a) the number of samples used to train and test the
model and b) the algorithm used and its configuration. It can be seen that the Fuzzers class classifier
requires a large portion of the total time since the SVM algorithm with a computational complexity
of O(n3) is used [58]. The second most time-consuming algorithm to generate is the one for detecting
DoS attacks, and although it is generated with a contained number of samples, the best results are
obtained with a neural network. For the rest of the categories, the decision tree is the algorithm that
returns the best results with a time complexity of O(mnlog2n), where m is the dimensionality of the
data and n is the number of samples [59].

Figure 5: Model generation time per traffic

From the times obtained, it is observed that the binary model (Normal) is efficient. This aspect
is of special interest in a real environment where the model should be trained periodically to improve
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the overall detection of the system. Regarding training times, it is observed that the Fuzzers category
requires time-consuming training in comparison to the other binary classifiers. This problem could
be addressed by choosing a more efficient but less accurate model. Thus, the overall system update
time (retraining of the models) would be considerably reduced when dealing with models of lower
complexity.

6 Conclusions and Future Works

This paper proposes a novel method of constructing an attack detection model on the UNSW-
NB15 dataset. The strength of this research lies in the development of a model for the cyber-protection
of the connected environments. Our approach, based on an ensemble of binary expert models, can
differentiate several types of network traffic. This approach has not been suggested by any previous
study.

In binary classification (distinction between attack and legitimate traffic), our proposal obtains
an accuracy, DR and F1 greater than 0.91 and an FPR of 0.085. This result exceeds several of the
proposals analyzed in the state of the art. With regard to multiclass classification, our proposal easily
classifies the Generic category, reaching a value above 0.98 in terms of the accuracy and F1 score, and
Reconnaissance and Shellcode both exceed 0.9 for accuracy and DR. Overall, the ensemble model
achieves 0.7605, 0.7604, and 0.7754 for Accuracy, DR and F1, respectively. Notably, a low FPR rate
is reached with this approach, achieving a value of 0.0456.

As a result, based on our model it is possible to determine the set of attacks that an organization
should be aware of in their information technology infrastructure. Analysis, Backdoor, DDoS and
Worms are identified as the most difficult attacks to identify. In particular, organizations should pay
attention to mitigating the effects of the first two types, as these are difficult to identify.

Finally, the proposed model generates good results even in unbalanced datasets, improving other
state-of-art contributions and demonstrating its efficiency in terms of model generation.

In future work, in-depth research will be conducted to improve the proposed model’s performance.
One limitation of the proposed system is that it requires training a separate classifier for each class,
which can be computationally expensive and time-consuming during hyperparameter tuning step,
especially for datasets with many categories. To address this issue, the identification of the most
difficult categories should be made prior to model generation. Another solution would be to identify
what features define these attacks. To accomplish this goal, an optimal selection of features for dataset
generation could be carried out. Another limitation found in the proposed two-stage model when
running experiments is that if the first step is not accurate, the entire model may perform poorly.
For this reason, the construction of a robust first-stage model is crucial. To accomplish this, the
implementation of a deep learning model is proposed in the first step.
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